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Which of these best applies to you?
A. I have never seen clickers used before.
B. I have seen clickers, but never used one myself.
C. I have seen clickers and used them myself at a 

conference (or other venue), but never used them 
with my students.

D. I have used clickers with my students, but am 
eager to learn what is Peer Instruction (PI).

E. I have used clickers in the context of PI, but I am 
here to see if there are new ways I could be 
implementing PI.



Eric Mazur – Peer Instruction
“Peer Instruction actively 
engages students in their
own learning.”

0 Eric Mazur
0

Professor Mazur uses conceptual 
questions to provide short breaks 
in his lecture, giving students an 
opportunity to interact with the 
key points of the content. This 
gives students an opportunity to 
process information – an 
important strategy for better 
cognition.  



Peer Instruction…
..is..

Interactive
Student-centered

Time-tested
Low-stakes

Fun

..is not…
Memorization
Lecture-based
Time-intensive
Cost-intensive

Boring

What it looks like…



A quick look at 
the hardware…

and the software 
interface….



Turning Point Cloud Interface



Peer Instruction: Best Practices
1. Ask students question first individually…

2. Don’t show bar graph (or do) but comment on results.

3. “Find someone who responded differently than you 
did…convince him or her that you are correct…”

4. Re-poll the same question…typical results look like 
this:





Typical Results – First time a 
question is asked…





A Different Class

Similar results…

First poll was atop my power point, next one is 
over my PDF notes; the third one is again for a 
slide presentation. All of these are poll 
anywhere…











Select the BEST Answer…
Are Clickers the only way to implement PI?
A. Clickers are the only way to implement PI.
B. There are web-based polling options, such as 

POLL ANYWHERE (40 or fewer students).
C. If you have a very small class, students can 

hold up fingers at their chest.
D. Index cards with bold-faced letters A, B, C 

and D can be used to poll students.
E. Options B through D are low-cost ways to 

implement peer instruction.



Select the BEST Answer…

How do I learn to use clickers?
A. Ask someone in your department who 

already knows how.
B. Wait until next semester when UNIT runs a 

training about clickers. 
C. Ask Stef. Stephanie.A.Katz@Villanova.edu
D. All of the above.
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Each card has a letter on one side and a number on the 
other.

Rule: If a card has a vowel on one side, it should have 
an even number on the other.

What is the smallest set of cards one must turn over to 
check whether this rule is being followed?

A. A 
B. A & 6 
C. A & 7
D. A, 6, M & 7

A M6 7
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